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ABSTRACT 

Calculations have been made of the equilibrium radiation 

emitted from air over a range ol temperatures from 2, 000OK to 23, 000OK 
- b 

and over a density range from 10       to 10 atmospheres.     The calculations 

are presented in graphical form and are in terms of the radiation flux 

emitted from one side of infinite slabs of finite thickness.     The molecular 

band systems have been calculated using a smeared rotational model,   and 

are carried out for a slab thickness of 1 cm.    Atomic line and free-bound 

transitions are important contributors at elevated temperatures and also 

generally undergo significant amounts; of self-absorption.    Consequently 

calculations for these two classes of radiation have been made with slab 

thickness as an added parameter.    The lines,   free-bound and free-free 

radiation have also been split into the two spectral regions for the radiation 

flux above and below 20C0 K. 



INTRODUCTION 

These tables have been designed primarily for making radiation 

heating estimates for re-entry into the earth's atmosphere,   and consequently 

a conservative approach has been made commensurate with a fairly good 

understanding of the radiation physics.    In the region where ra Mation 

heating is generally important free-bound and atomic line radiation are 

the important radiating mechanisms.    Self-absorption of these two sources 

of radiation plays a significant role especially in the vacuum ultraviolet and 

must be included in realistic radiation calculations. 

The calculations have been carried out for infinite air slabs of 

finite thickness since this geometry lends itself most readily to practical 

applications.    For instance,   radiation fluxes at the stagnation point of a 

vehicle estimated on the basis of an infinite  slab approximation do not exceed 

the value based on better geometric considerations by more than about 15%. 

This over-estimation is also quite compatible with the general accuracy to 

which oscillator strengths are known. 

The line broadening formula used for the line radiation enables a 

relatively easy approach to calculating the fluxes from the lines although 

the use of it also tends to overpredict the radiation in the ultraviolet.    The 

formulas developed for the frt,e-bound radiation are hydrogen like for 

transitions in the visible and is a model which does fit reasonably well with 

shock tube and arc measurements.    In order to account for non-hydrogen 

likf behavior of transitions involving ground states of N we have used the 
-17        2 calculated and measured value of 10 cm" with no wavelength dependence. 

For the comparison of air data and calculations based on tne 

methods used in this study,   attention should be given to the references in 

Table I and in general,   the calculations embody all the oscillator strengths 

and cross sections which we feel give the best phenomenological fit to air 

data. 



MOLECULAR RADIATION 

A.    Diatomic Molecules 
2 

For the purposes of making these radiation tables,     we have made 
3 4 use ot the expression developed by Keck    et al and Patch    for the radiation 

intensity emitted from an optically thin gas sample at the thermodynamic 

equilibrium.    This expression is,   after replacing the constants by their 

proper values: 
he V 

dv4WA = 3-19x10'34 R(r) 
e a 

oo 

..   . *w6    he N ^ v      j^p     e 
r 

kl w 
(1) 

cm JU - sur 

The symbols are as those given in Ref.   5 where R(7)   is the dipole matrix 

element for the transition and may be a function of the interauclear separation. 

a    is the radius of the first Bohr orbit and e is the charge of the electron. 

N is the number of molecules in the absorbing state which is not necessarily 

the ground state,   and h, c,   and k are the usual constants.    T  ,   T    and T    are 
r       v e 

the rotational,  vibrational and electronic tempe ratures,   respectively.    The 

absorption oscillator strength is related to the matrix element by the 

expression, 

f _(7    \    R(r) 
v'^'   "IrR-/    ea 

\        oo/   I       o 
(2) 

where R     is the Rydberg. 

As used in formulas (1) and (2),  the electronic transition moment, 
2 

R(r) 
e a is related to the radiative lifetime for spontaneous emission,   r,   by 

the following expression 

1 8 TT    r    c v*      g" o        e    0 R(r) 
T ^g' e a 

o 
(3) 
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where g' and g" are the electronic degeneracies of the upper and lower 

states respectively and 

^,3 
v 

~3 
v     q v'v1 (4) 

Note should be made that the electronic transition moment has been 

defined differently by various authors   '    '    '     the differences occuring in 

the way that the electronic degeneracies appear in the expression (3) that 

relates the lifetime for spontaneous emission to the electronic transition 

moment. 

0 is called the spectral distribution function and gives the 

spectral details of the band system.    It is calculated from a knowledge of the 

Frank Condon factors and the spectroscopic constants. 

kT r 
he 
 1  
Q"   Q"   (B'   - B") v       r   v    e e '   T_   - e 2- 0 

r 

^v'v" 

VkT kT  / \      v r' 
(5) 

1 where:     Q"   =[ 1  - exp (-hcuJ" /kT  )J   * is the vibrational partition function 

for the absorbing state,   (the   ' rcers to the excited electronic or emitting 

state,  and the   "   refers to lower electronic or absorbing state); 

Q"   - kT /he B"   is the rotational partition function for the absorb- 

ing state; 

q  ,  ,, is the Condon factor for the transition from v' to v"; 

v"   = Ct'    (v + l/Z) - a)    x v        e ' e 
nvmber of the v4" vibrational level; 

2 3 
(v 4- 1/2)    + CO    y    (v + 1/2)"   is the wave 

v'V =  v oo + (~  i - D1  •) - ("V i, - T?  ,.) is the wave number for the 

vibrational transition between states v' and v"; 

e  , = he ("v   , -  v' ,) is the vibrational energy relative to the ground 

vibrational state for the emitting state; 

er, = B
ei/(

B
ei " B

eii) hc (~ " ~vivtt) is the rr'tational energy for the 

emitting state,  with the approximation made that the rotational quantum 

number   J does not enange in a given transition. 

• 4- 



In a transition,   J  can change in emission by + 1, 0 or -1 giving R, 

Q  and P branches,  respectively.    However,  for increasing rotational 

temperatures where high  J values are more heavily weighted or where 

the spectrum is observed with coarse resolution,  the effect of AJ + 1 is 

washed out.    The degree to which this approximation rrntches the detailed 

calculations for the rotational structure is discussed in .-eference 9. 

Although it lacks detail v ithin an interval A V « B    /A B    of the band head 

0  V   gives a good description of the vibrational structure. 

(j) and related parameters were calculated for the various 

radiators which should contribute in air for T    = T    = T  ,  and appear in r        v        e r^ 
references 2 and 9.    These radiators along with the recommended oscillator 

strengths are listed in Table 1. 

For the sake of simplicity and also because of the general lack of 

information to the contrary, no internuclear separation dependence for the 

electronic transition moments has been assumed in calculating the total 

radiation to be expected from the molecular band systems listed in Table I. 

The integration over wavelength was carried out by a computer program, 
-6 which calculated $ \      and integrated over wavelength.    The computer 

output for these calculations are given in references 2 and 9.    The reference 

sources for the oscillator strengths are also listed and are felt to be the 

best values to use although several of them are still open to question, 

notably those for the N^ (1+) and N2 Birge Hopfield systems.    Measure- 

ments in pure N2 give a value of 0. 1 for the electronic transition moment 

for the N-, (1+) system however a value of 1.0 in p.renthesis in Table I 
28 was used since Wray   ' has found this value to use .n order to best pheno- 

menologically fit air data.    An electronic transition moment of 1.4 for the 
'1 1 N? b       2 —X Birge Hopfield is used with no value assigned to the b   11 —X 

transition;   however we found that the best fit to the temperature dependence 
35 of the data of Wray      is given by assuming that the main N? component in 

•1 the ultraviolet is the b      S --X transition.    For discussions of the 

oscillator strengths pertaining to the other radiators attention should be 

given to the appropriate references in Table I. 

The calculations for the band system in Figures 1-8 are carried 

out for the flux from one side of an infinite slab (i.e.  2 it ster) of 1 cm 

-5- 



TABLE I 

Molecular Band Radiation 

R (r) 
ea T sec 

N2 (1+) 

N2 (2+) 

(l.CAir)    1.1x10' 

2.7x10 -8 

N2 Birge Hopfield (H 

b ^-X 

N^ Birge Hopfield #2 

b ' ^ —X 

Ny Lyman Birge Hopfield 

N2+(l-) 

N2
+ (Meinel) 

NOß 

NO Y 

02 Schumann-Runge 

NO Infrared Bands. 

N02 Thermal 

NO? Recombination 

Electron Recombination and Scattering Radiation 

oo Ref. Key 

003 5, 28 3 

06 5 

32 

1 

1.4 .71x10"' .43 17,3 

1.77x IQ"5 1.7xl0-4 .37x io- • 5   7 

.45 .67xl0-7 .035 5.9 

.45 3xl0-6 .012 7.34 

.08 .67xl0"6 .01 5 

.025 1.16xl0"7 .003 5 

0.5 .82xl0"8 .075 5 

33 

29 

29 

N+e —N + hv 

O+e ^O + hu 

N   + O   free free 

N++ + 0++ 
1N     +U    fb+ff 
O + e —O" + h i^ 

N. 2ff 

N 
ff 

Hydrogen like mode_^with Bethe & 
Salpeter continuum f numbers and 
photoionization cross section of 
10"17 cm^ for 2 p states 

2 
Unsold expression with effective Z    of 1. 5 

Unsold expression with effective Z^ of 4 

Photoionization cross sections 

Z 
Unsold expression with Z    - .022 

Unsold expression with Z    = .009 

17, 18 

Atomic Line Radiation 

N.  O 

9 

6 

7 

4 

5 

8 

13 

15 

14 

12 

17 12 

18 

30 10 

31 16 

31 17 

26 11 
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thickness and also with the assumption that the band systems are optically 

thin until they are cut off by the blackbody.    This simplification can lead 

to an over-estimation of radiation fluxes when the total gas emissivity 

calculation approaches unity and when the average line width to spacing 

ratio is small. 

Fairbairn      has performed a detailed line by line calculation over 

several sequences of the CN and  C? violet systems with the line width and 

shape as a parameter,   and this is an example of the type of calculation 

which is needed to properly account for self-absorption of band systems 

when gas emissivities are near unity. 

The species concentrations which were used in order to perform 

these radiation calculations are from the data published in reference 11 

for ter. peratures up to 15, 000  K and reference 12 for temperatures r.p to 

24, 000OK. 

B.     N02  Radiation 

Radiation from NO? comes aoout by two processes.    One that 

produced by an electron recombination with NO forming NO2 and a pho    .1 

and also NO, radiating from an electronic transition.    We have chosen 
13 the formulas given by Leavitt      to describe the radiation from these two 

sources. 

r-.i-.r^CTftjiaBBWWimt' 



FREE-BOUND AND FREE-FREE RADIATION 

A.    N+ and 0+ Radiation 

A calculation procedure was developed which used the continuum 
13 oscillator strengths of Bethe and Salpeter      to make the free-bound radia- 

tion predictions for N    and O    for all transitions emitting at a wavelength 

longer than 2000 A.    This calculation precedes on the basis that at thermo- 

dynamic equilibrium the emission can be related to the blackbody intensity 

by the photoabsorption coefficient,   and that the excited electronic states of 

N and O can be approximated by a hydrogen like model. 

The classical wave number dependence for a hydrogen photo-absorp- 

tion edge is   -^r .    The   f  sum rule also states that I ad  v' - TT r    f where r 

is the classical electron radius and f is the oscillator strength.    There- 

fore, 

^ =27rro  —3  (6) 

where   v"    /|   is the wave number of the photoabsorption edge of atomic state 

n,£and i   Q is the continuum oscillator strength of state of principal quantum 

number,  n,   and azimuthal quantum number, /.    Energy levels for allowed 

transitions of the bound electron going to a free electron and the ion in its 
14 ground state were taken from the tables of Moore      to locate the position 

of photoabsorption edges.    The continuum oscillator strengths in conjunc- 

tion with equation (6) were used to obtain the photoabsorption cross section 

for each level of the atom versus wave number.    Contributions from all 

levels were then summed.    The continuum oscillator strengths for all n 

states less than 5 were from Bethe and Salpeter,   and for all other states 

the following expression was used with the constraint thatT must be equal 

to or less than 1. 



 16 R2 

n S^TTT  tr^(2J+l) n3 (7) 

Formula (7) can be obtained from the usual expression for the free-bound 

cross absorption cross section for hydrogen15 and equation (6).    v    fl   is 

the wave number of the photoabsorption edge for a given state,  J and n are 

the inner and principle quantum numbers,   respectively.   R is the Rydberg 
expressed in wave numbers. 

From the photoionization cross section, the radiation emitted from 

an equilibrium optically thin gas sample of thickness L over 2 TT ster is 

dVdVdn = 2 ^ Nni Vi BB VL ^-e "hc ~/kT) (8) 

BB^_Lis the blackbody intensity perpendicular to the surface and(l-e"hc '^cT) 

is the factor which properly accounts for induced emission,    TT BB~ i  =BB^ 

where BB^ is the blackbody intensity radiated from a surface over 2 TT ster. 

h and c are the usual constants,  N^ n is the concentration of absorbing 

atoms in state n^and a^ y is the photoabsorption cross section of state 

n,X .    A computer program was written to calculate the free-bound radiation 

from optically thin samples of N+ and 0+ using the procedure outlined above. 

A comparison between such a calculation and the Unsoid1^ expression 

for the sum of the free-bound and free-free ion radiation 

JTXrTli"-"xlO-»T-'/2NeNiZ
2     -^— (9) 

cm   ster 

with an effective Z    of 1 is shown in reference 17.    Predictions for the 

visible continuum radiation from air using this calculation procedure are 

in reasonable agreement with measurements. 17   In the vacuum ultraviolet 

however,  free-bound transitions in air involve ground states or near ground 

states for the absorbing atom.    These electronic states are least likely to 

-10- 



be coulombic and are also states which have equivalent electrons. The 

hydrogen-like oscillator strengths are therefore not applicable to these 

transitions for N and O although they are reasonable to use in predicting 

free-bound transitions occurring at longer wavelengths.    This fact seems 
17 to be born out by the shock tube data obtained in the visible.        We have 

chosen to use a photoabsorption cross section for all allowed transitions 
-17       2 from 2p states of N and O to be 10        cm    with no wavenumber dependence. 

18 Bates and Seaton      calculate approximately this value for the ground 

atomic state of N and a similar value has been inferred from measure- 
19 ments by Ehler & Weis sie r.        The radiation flux calculations for most 

gas conditions and geometries was not very sensitive to what cross section 

was used for photoionization of O in the vacuum ultraviolet.    All allowed 

free-bound transitions for O involving the recombination of an electron and 

O   in the 2p states occur at wavelengths below 910 A.    This wavelength 

region is not only dominated by N    + e processes but in situations where 

radiation heating is important is also usually strongly self absorbed. 

Consequently,  the radiation is limited by the blackbody intensity. 

Self absorption serves to reduce the free-bound radiation in the 

ultraviolet under many conditions over the spectral region covering the 2p 

photoabsorption edges of N.    Use has been made of the expression of Olfe 

which relates the flux from one side of an infinite gas slab to a continuous 

absorption coefficient.    The results of calculations for the radiation emitted 

in two spectral regions are given in figures 9-32 for the region below and 

above 2000 A respectively.    The growth curve of total intensity with slab 

thickness does not obey a simple growth law since part of the spectrum is 

optically thin while part is not,  consequently the results are given with slab 

thickness as a parameter. 

11- 



B. N++ and 0++ Radiation 

At the higher temperatures and lower densities calculated for 

these radiation tables,  the air is sufficiently doubly ionized that the radia- 

tion produced by electrons being captured and decelerated by N      and 

ü++ becomes important.    This radiation was calculated by use of expres- 

sion (9)   using an effective Z of 2 and carrying out the integration over 

wavenumber to the vacuum ultraviolet photoabsorption edges of N. 

C. O" and N" Continuum 

The O" continuum was calculated using the photoabsorption 

cross sections measured by Branscomb and Smith.    Measurements of the 

photoabsorption cross section for N    ( D) a-? still in question and calcula- 

tions of the radiation from this source are not includud. 

D. Free-free Radiation from N    and O 

The free-free contributions to the total radiation were calculated 

using the classical expression 

 li    =   1.63X10-35  T-^N^.Z2 e'^ -^—        (10) 
d V d v* d  ß cm    ster 

17 Measurements obtained by Wilson      in the infrared were used to infer an 
2 

effective Z    of 1.5 for this source of radiation for air.    The contributions 

from this source are included with the curves labelled  12  in figures 1-8. 

E. Free-free Radiation from N2 and N 

2 
Taylor has measured the effective Z    for scattering of electrons 

from neutral N2 of . 022 and from N of . 009. These values are used in 

conjunction with expression (10) to predict the curves labelled 16 and 17 

respectively. 

-12- 



ATOMIC LINE RADIATION 

The total intensity of an optically thin spectral line emitted from 

one side of an infinite slab of thickness   L is 

_ h.cV 

I = [N
n^  L 2 / f ro BB-Jl-e      "^ ^ 

where N    ^ is the number of atoms per unit volume in the absorbing state 
n.jfc 

for the transition,   f is the absorption bound-bound oscillator strength, 

r    is the classical electron radius,  BB~J_ is the blackbody  intensity per- 
0 -he V/kT pendicular to the surface and (1-e /      ) is the induced emission term. 

In many situations, these lines undergo a certain amount of self- 

absorption which reduces the total measured intensity from the completely 

optically thin situation.    In order to calculate the self-absorption,  one 
21 must know the principal broadening mechanisms in the gas. The line 

width and shape are the pertinent parameters which must be known.    Lines 

also undergo a small wavelength shift for certain types of broadening,  how- 

ever,  for the purposes of making these radiation tables this shift has been 

disregarded since it has little effect on the results.    For the densities and 

temperatures considered in these calculations,  Doppler and electron 

broadening mechanisms dominate over natural and pressure broadening 

by neutrals. 

For the purposes of making calculations for these radiation graphs, 
21 shown in Figs.  9-32,  the electron impact formula of Armstrong       and 

23 Stewart and Pyatt       was used.    The total line half width is given in 

reciprocal centimeters by 

W^ =  5.7 x 10"16 N      n4      T'^cm"1 (12) v e   —r- 

where N    is the electron density,   n is the principle quantum number of the 

upper state,   Z is the total charge of the atom minus one and T is the 

13- 



temperature.    Self-absorption of Lorentz,   or dispersion shaped,  non- 

overlapping lines,  is treated by various authors .    For our purposes, 
24 25 

we followed the definition of Penner       and Plass      for f (x) where f (x)  is the 

function which describes the growth of intensity of a self-absorbed dispersion 

shaped line as a function of x. 

_ hi) f r     L o x -   ~ 
V 

N     .     fr    Z2   Tl/2 NT NT 

5.7xlO-16NTn
4 N

e 
Ne 

NT 20 f (x) versus K «—   L was modified according to the work of Olfe       so as to 

be able to treat self-absorption for line radiation from one side of an infinite 

slab. 
26 

The line transitions listed by Griem      along with their f numbers 

includes most of the significant transition in N and O and were the ones used 

to set up a computer program to calculate the line contributions to the total 

radiation in two spectral regions,   separated at 2000 A and also carried out 

with slab thickness as a parameter.    The assumption was made that all 

lines were non overlapping and also that the contribution from the lines not 

listed in Griem were not significant contributors to the total radiation. 

The line widths as predicted by expression (12) were larger than 

doppler widths except at low temperatures and at low densities both regions 

where line radiation was not an important contributor or at a density 

where self-absorption effects were not large.    Therefore only electron 

impact broadening was considered. 

The calculations of the line radiation especially in the ultraviolet 

are open to the criticism that not enough self-absorption was included. 

The reason for this is that the electron impact widths as predicted by ex- 

pression (12) are too large for the nitrogen line transitions occuring in the 
27 

ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectrum.    Stampa      has made 

mtrogen line width measurements on arcs which show that the approximation 

formula used in these calculations overpredicts the line widths by a factor 

-14- 



from approximately 4 to 9.    Neglecting the doppler shape,  this means that 

for situations where significant self-absorption is taking place, namely in 

the vacuum ultraviolet, the present radiation calculations would overpredict 

the radiation by a factv...- ranging from 2 to 3.    The radiation emitted from one 

side of infinite gas slab from a strongly self-absorbed Lorentz shaped line 

varies as the square root of the half width.    Since Doppler broadening is 

present, the overestimation is not as bad as a factor of 2 to 3 and for the 

purposes of making engineering number:» for radiation heating the present 

radiation calculations are reasonable. 
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Fig.  5      Radiation calculations for the flux from one side of an infinite 
air slab 1 cm thick at a density of 10  ^ atmospheric. 
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Fig.  6     Radiation calculations for the flux from one side of an infinite 
air slab 1 cm thick at a density of 10"^ atmospheric. 
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Fig.  7      Radiation calculations for the flux from one side of an infinite 
air slab 1 cm thick at a density of 10° atmospheric. 
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Fig.   8     Radiation calculations for the  flux from one side of an infinite 
air slab 1 cm thick at a density of 10^ atmospheric. 
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Fig. 9 Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 0. 1 cm thick for wavelengths less than 
0.2 jU. 
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Fig.   10      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 0. 1 cm thick for wavelengths longer 
than 0.2 ß. 
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L=O.ICM,      X<.2/x,      2fb 
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24 26 

Fig.   11       Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound radiation flux from one 
side of an infinite air slab 0. 1 cm thick for wavelengths less 
than 0. 2 JJL. The dashed lines are for the contributions from 
the N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.   12      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound and free free radiation 
flux from one side of an infinite air slab 0. 1 cm thick for 
wavelengths greater than 0.2 ju.    The dashed lines are for 
the contribution from N"*"""" and O^"*". 
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Fig. 13 Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 1.0 cm thick for wavelengths less than 
0.2 jU. 
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Fig.   14      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 1.0 cm thick for wavelengths longer than 
0.2 ß. 
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Fig.   15      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound radiation flux from one 
side of an infinite air slab 1. 0 cm thick for wavelengths less 
than 0.2 ß. The dashed lines are for the contributions from 
the N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.   16      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound and free free radiation 
flux from one side of an infinit? air slab 1, 0 cm thick for 
wavelengths greater than 0.2 jj..    The dashed lines are for 
the contribution from N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.   17      Afomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 5 cm thick for wavelengths less than 
0.2 ju. 
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Fig.   18      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 5 cm thick for wavelengths longer 
than 0.2 ß. 
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Fig.   19      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound radiation flux from one 
side of an infinite air slab 5 cm thick for wavelengths less 
than 0.2 JU.    The dashed lines are for the contributions from 
the N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.  20       Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound and free free radiation 
flux from one side of an infinite air slab 5 cm thick for 
wavelengths greater than 0.2 ß.    The dashed lines are for 
the contribution from N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.  21      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 10 cm thick for wavelengths less than 
0.2 ß. 
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Fig.  22      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 10 cm thick for wavelengths longer 
than 0. 2 ju. 
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Fig.  23      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound radiation flux from one 
side of an infinite air slab 10 cm thick for wavelengths less 
than 0.2)U.    The dashed lines are for the contributions from 
the N++ and 0++. 
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L=IOCM,       X>.2^,       Ifb + ff 
i 1 1 1 r 

12 16 20 
TEMP(x|0"3)oK 

Fig.  24      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound and free free radiation 
flux from one side of an infinite air slab 10 cm thick for 
wavelengths greater than 0.2 ju.    The dashed lines are for 
the contribution from N+^ and 0++. 
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Fig.  25      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 15 cm thick for wavelengths less than 
0. 2 ß. 
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Fig.  26      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite  air slab 15 cm thick for wavelengths longer 
than 0. 2 ju. 
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Fig.  27       Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound radiation flux from one 
side of an infinite air slab 15 cm thick for wavelengths less 
than 0.2 /n.    The dashed lines are for the contributions from 
the N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.  28      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound and free free radiation 
flux from one side of an infinite air slab 15 cm thick for 
wavelengths greater thani \1 \i..    The dashed lines are for 
the contribution from N++ and'0"l"+. 
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Fig.  29      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 20 cm thick for wavelengths less than 
0.2 ju. 
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Fig.  30      Atomic nitrogen and oxygen line radiation flux from one side 
of an infinite air slab 20 cm thick for wavelengths longer than 
0.2 in. 
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Fig.  31       Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound radiation flux from one 
side of an infinite air slab 20 cm thick for wavelengths less 
than 0.2  ß.    The dashed lines are for the contributions from 
the N++ and 0++. 
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Fig.  32      Nitrogen and oxygen ion free bound and free free radiation 
flux from one side of an infinite air slab 20 cm thick for 
wavelengths greater than 0.2 fx.    The dashed lines are for 
the contribution from N++ and 0++. 
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